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THE PULP AND PAPER INDUSTRY has been a major player in the Newfoundland econ-

omy for over a hundred years. In order to develop the industry, the Newfoundland

government at the beginning of the twentieth century opened the forests to interna-

tional corporations, since local capital was not available. By World War I, two in-

ternational companies dominated the industry — the Anglo-Newfoundland

Development Company [AND], based in Grand Falls, and Bowater’s Newfound-

land Pulp and Paper Company [Bowaters], based in Corner Brook. Both AND and

Bowaters applied Fordist concepts to the pulp and paper industry in the 1940s and

1950s in an attempt to maximize its efficiency and their economic returns.
1

Classical notions of Fordism refer to a variety of mid-twentieth-century inter-

ventionist policies adopted by North American governments and industry leaders,

which were supposed to increase industrial efficiency and reduce uncertainty. The

classic Fordist “experience” of labour-management relations cannot always be ap-

plied neatly to different areas of historical inquiry. For example, one of the New-

foundland paper companies’ Fordist policies was the mechanization of the tree

harvest, which resulted from a struggle between capital and labour over increased

profits after World War II. This was a form of indirect Fordism, which encouraged a

type of logging in which workers made more money by increasing the volume, but

not the value, of the wood cut. The companies’ strategy was to make the loggers re-

sponsible for the initial costs of adopting new technologies to increase their effi-

ciency, and they also expected loggers to increase their earnings through the

existing piecework pricing system, although this had not benefited the average

woodcutter. The introduction of power saws is an important example of the way in
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which international paper companies encouraged loggers to adopt new forms of

technology in order to maintain an expected level of output and an adequate stan-

dard of living. While loggers felt that the overall impact of power saws was posi-

tive, they experienced no significant increases in productivity or earnings. Further-

more, the Newfoundland example suggests that the historical study of natural re-

source industrialization demands a broader understanding of the Fordist experience

than is available through the use of classic Fordism associated with more metropol-

itan and urban contexts.
2

Historians of the North American labour movement and working class have

pointed out that Fordist industrial relations after World War II broke with the earlier

reform of manufacturing associated variously with Henry Ford’s assembly lines, or

Taylorist “scientific management.” The post-war, or “classic,” Fordism entailed a

formal industrial legality based on employers’ and unions’ accommodation of each

other through collective agreements. The goals of such industrial legality were the

avoidance of work stoppages, industrial stability, maximization of efficiency, and

higher profits.
3

Classic Fordism, however, did not work in all contexts. For exam-

ple, Canada’s reliance on “relatively unprocessed natural resources as leaders of

the economy” and “high rates of capital and goods imports” created different mar-

ket and negotiating conditions from those in the United States.
4

The United States

was the chief importer of Canada’s natural resources after World War II, and often

provided the necessary capital to establish Canadian natural resource harvesting

operations (similar to the case of British companies in the Newfoundland pulp and

paper industry). Specific forms of Fordism developed within particular social cir-

cumstances, and the examples that developed in Canada cannot be considered

“unique,” simply “different,” as “no country has exactly the same history of politi-

cal mediation of class, gender, linguistic or other social relations.”
5

While larger

Fordist aims and techniques remained constant between geographical areas (stabil-

ity, maximization of efficiency, minimization of costs, linking wage increases with

increases in production), the precise nature of that experience depended on the time

and location.
6

In particular, the historical study of natural resource industrialization demands

a broader and fuller understanding of the Fordist experience than is available

through the use of classic Fordism. Classic Fordism is hard to apply comfortably

outside metropolitan areas, and does not meet the “slippery” and dynamic circum-

stances presented by the study of regions based on resource harvesting — regions

that are “rooted in remoteness, high levels of export-dependence, specialization,

and external control.”
7

Thus areas reliant on resource harvesting are sometimes

treated as “resource peripheries,” and academics, knowingly or unknowingly, ex-

amine them simply as areas exploited by metropolitan and industrial centres, such

as mill towns.
8
A trend in the labour history of forestry suggests that we must under-

stand the sphere of woods work not as a “resource periphery,” but as its own “indus-

trial centre” to fully appreciate “the distinctiveness of resource-based production
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systems as alternatives to dominant models of core-based industrialization.”
9
“Re-

source peripheries” must not be marginalized and should be studied as independ-

ent, industrial regions, as “industrialization depends on resources as much as on

markets,”
10

and a broader definition of Fordism is needed to reflect a change in ap-

proach to the study of resource-based areas.

A good example of a broader understanding of the Fordist experience of natu-

ral resource production is a recent study of the industrialization of the North Atlan-

tic fishery, including that of Newfoundland and Labrador. The governments of

Newfoundland and Canada introduced policies after World War II, such as resettle-

ment, unemployment insurance, and increasing capitalization of production, in or-

der to concentrate the fishing industry within large, vertically integrated firms

rather than in the small household enterprises of the inshore fishery. Government

and industry viewed the rationalization of the resource-based regions as a positive

step toward delivering cheaper raw materials more efficiently to the fishery’s pro-

cessing plants.
11

Yet, such modernization did not eliminate the inshore fishery and

can be seen as evidence that the fishery’s resource-based regions were more than

simply areas of exploitation. Some local fishermen were able to survive the new

pressures, demonstrating their ability to act as agents of change within larger social

structures. At the same time, modernization was very much the model for private

and public industrial policy in the early 1950s, and it is not surprising that the pulp

and paper companies adopted the Fordist mechanization of the tree harvest.
12

Mechanization was beneficial to the companies, but it was not a one-sided pro-

cess. Much of the current political economy literature treats loggers simply as ex-

tensions of companies’ and governments’ economic policies, rather than as active

agents in the development of such policies.
13

However, the same trend in the labour

history that argues that the sphere of woods work should be considered its own in-

dustrial centre, also suggests that we must understand the industrialization of for-

estry as the result of the separate interests of both capital and labour, which often

reached awkward accommodation through the process of industrial relations. In a

Fordist system of production, prices are the primary determinant of competitive-

ness. Thus, management viewed the role of labour in terms of its cost of production;

wages constituted a high proportion of costs in logging operations, and had to be

minimized if the companies were to remain competitive.
14

In the Newfoundland

case, there is some evidence that loggers supported mechanization independently

of the companies, hoping that they might improve their earnings.
15

However, AND

and Bowaters, acting through the Newfoundland Woods Labour Board [WLB] and

various internal policies, sought to shape loggers’ demands for better pay in ways

which would support the companies’ industrial goals.

During the late nineteenth century, the Newfoundland government embraced a

“national policy” of economic diversification based on railway building and the de-

velopment of land-based resources. To develop inland resources, the government

relied on international corporations to provide the necessary capital for the creation
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of new industries and export-led growth. This meant that Newfoundland’s eco-

nomic development would be dependent on such corporations for decades.
16

The pulp and paper companies arrived initially because the existing sawmill

industry had expanded to the point at which the stands of lumber-quality timber had

begun to run out.
17

The English newspaper giants, Alfred and Harold Harmsworth,

had established the Daily Mail newspaper in 1896, and were searching for a secure

source of newsprint. As a result, on 5 June 1905, the government granted a 2,000-

square-mile lease to the Harmsworths’ Anglo-Newfoundland Development Com-

pany, which built a mill at Grand Falls.
18

Several years later, in 1915, the Reid New-

foundland Company formed the Newfoundland Products Corporation to develop

its holdings in western Newfoundland. Unable to raise enough capital for direct de-

velopment, the Reids formed a partnership with the Armstrong, Whitworth and

Company of England and created the Newfoundland Power and Paper Company

(1923), which built a newsprint mill at Corner Brook. The International Power and

Paper Company of New York took it over in 1928, but the mill was not financially

stable until Sir Eric Bowater, already the largest newsprint manufacturer in Eng-

land, bought it. He created Bowaters’ Newfoundland Pulp and Paper Company in

1938.
19

A close relationship developed between the Newfoundland government and

the pulp and paper companies, but this was not unique. In the early twentieth cen-

tury, provincial governments across Canada similarly relied upon large corpora-

tions for “incremental growth,” or the establishment of further secondary industries

once a primary, resource-based industry was well established.
20

The Newfound-

land government began what developed into a corporate/bureaucratic partnership,

where the country’s social and economic well-being were associated with the

growth of international corporations, which obtained major concessions such as

those which brought AND and Bowaters to the island.
21

The companies also in-

vested large amounts of capital in the pulp and paper industry, which both sides

were eager to see become, and remain, profitable. They were not interested in any-

thing that might impede further development.

In the mid-to-late 1930s, unions began to organize the loggers. The first was

Joseph Thompson’s Newfoundland Lumbermen’s Association [NLA]. The Fisher-

men’s Protective Union also spoke for loggers, as did the Newfoundland La-

bourers’ Union and the Workers’ Central Protective Union. The NLA organized

strikes during the last half of the decade in response to the deplorable conditions in

which loggers worked and lived.
22

With the onset of World War II, the government

and the companies sought to avoid loggers’ strikes in the interest of the war effort

and of corporate profitability; hence the creation of the Newfoundland Woods La-

bour Board in 1940.
23

Originally a labour relations forum, the WLB became a Fordist tool of the gov-

ernment and the pulp and paper companies, even though the four loggers’ unions

were represented. The companies provided loggers with meagre benefits during the
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1940s and early 1950s; there were no work stoppages, and the companies contin-

ued to profit from cheap labour.
24

In time, the unions became more assertive.

In 1954, during the spring session of the WLB, Pierce Fudge, President of the

Newfoundland Labourers’ Union, asked the companies to grant loggers a one-time

bonus to even the wage rates of mill workers and woods workers. Mill workers,

who were paid an hourly wage, had received a 3 percent increase in pay the previ-

ous fall. Loggers, most of whom were woodcutters, were paid on a piecework rate,

by the cord. The more they cut, the more they made. The unions argued that the in-

dustry had become dramatically more profitable since the end of the war, and that

all the companies’ workers should receive their fair share. There was no difference

between work in the mills and work in the woods, and when one side received an in-

crease in pay, so should the other. A collective agreement was drawn up each fall

between the loggers’ unions and the companies through the WLB, which determined

rates and working conditions for the following year, with no provision for changes.

The last agreement had not increased rates, and the loggers’ unions now wanted a

bonus.
25

The companies were not receptive. Albert Martin, Woods Manager for Bowaters,

responded that it had been a bad year, and in order to remain competitive with main-

land companies, AND and Bowaters could not increase loggers’ wages. B.W. Potts,

Woods Manager for AND, agreed, and pointed out that there had been no increases

in loggers’ wages in Quebec or the Maritimes for several years, and that rates had

even gone down in northern Quebec. The companies saw no correlation between

mill work and woods work: woods wages were driven by what was paid to main-

land loggers, not by what Newfoundland mill workers received.
26

The companies’ position on loggers’ wages was further explained in 1956 by

T.R. Moore, General Manager of AND, in response to a question about the differ-

ence between mill and woods wages:

Mr. Moore: replying to Mr. Fudge stated because the price of paper went up did not

mean that everybody should get a slice of it. That was a mistaken idea. The point was,

and which should be remembered, that the woods industry in Newfoundland had to

stand on its own feet. If woods wages increased five percent the price of wood goes up

five percent, but if mill workers get a five percent increase the price of paper does not

go up five percent. That fact should be borne in mind. There have been colossal in-

creases in wages but the cost of producing paper had not gone up near the same in pro-

portion. The woods industry in Newfoundland had to compete with a similar industry

on the mainland that provided wood for mainland mills.
27

The companies held that loggers’ pay was a higher proportion of the cost of pulp-

wood than mill workers’ wages to the cost of paper. AND once estimated that labour

costs constituted 63 percent of the total production cost of pulpwood.
28

Thus the

smallest increase in logging wages would drive up the price of pulpwood to the

point where the Newfoundland companies could not remain competitive. Such
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concessions would only drive up the price of pulp, and, consequently, the price of

paper.

AND and Bowaters drew further distinctions between mill and woods work.

During the 1954 spring session, Joseph Thompson, President of the NLA, wanted to

know why woods foremen and scalers had received the same 3 percent increase as

mill workers. Potts responded that they had always been considered “regular staff,”

and, consequently, received the same rates as mill workers. This suggests that the

companies ranked average loggers, most of whom were woodcutters, below mill

workers and other “regular staff.”
29

(Loggers were involved in every step of the

process of cutting and transporting pulpwood to the mill, while woodcutters were

the loggers who only cut the trees.) Furthermore, the companies argued that woods

work was not as highly skilled as other areas of work within the industry. Mill

workers, woods foremen, and scalers “cannot be trained and made to give efficient

results overnight.”
30

They were part of established operations that had taken many

years of experience to build up. In contrast, loggers, more specifically woodcutters,

were part of a fluid group that was constantly changing and needed very little train-

ing.
31

They were semi-independent, seasonal workers from the fishing outports,

trying to increase family incomes by cutting a few trees.
32

Since loggers were not as

highly trained and skilled as “regular staff,” according to the companies, they

should not receive the same rate of pay.

The companies also argued that loggers’ pay was already high enough, since

Newfoundland had some of the highest paid loggers in the country. AND went so far

as to publish a pamphlet entitled Pulpwood, A Multi-Million Dollar Industry: New-

foundland Loggers Enjoy the Highest Wage Scale in Eastern Canada, as part of its

attempt to counter union demands for increased wages during the 1950s.
33

The unions attempted (unsuccessfully) to counter the companies’ arguments.

Fudge acknowledged the competition faced by the Newfoundland pulp and paper

companies, and the higher wages received by local loggers, but he argued that main-

land loggers had certain advantages. For example, mainland companies often paid

the travel costs for their loggers, while Newfoundland loggers had to pay their own

way to company camps. Given that Newfoundland did not have a well-developed

road system in the 1950s, travel was a major expense.
34

Moreover, Fudge argued,

the cost of living was much higher in Newfoundland than it was on the mainland.
35

AND and Bowaters responded by describing, often at great length, the position

of their companies within the larger Canadian industry. They held that mainland

companies had access to a large volume of purchase wood, that is, wood that could

be bought from farmers and other private producers. They could obtain as much as

30 percent of their wood from such sources, which decreased overall production

costs, since the companies did not have to pay for labour.
36

In addition, transporta-

tion costs for pulpwood were much higher in Newfoundland, since many more

woods roads had to be cut than on the mainland, which had a better-developed high-

way system.
37

Finally, the companies held that they had a low return on the amount
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of capital invested in the industry, and that they were “the lowest earners” in the Ca-

nadian industry.
38

As a result, AND and Bowaters proposed a different answer to the question of

how loggers could earn more money. At a WLB meeting in 1956, Moore stated that

loggers should find ways to increase production rather than look to the collective

agreement to boost earnings.
39

It made no economic sense to pay the loggers more

for what they already cut; if loggers wanted to increase their earnings, they simply

had to produce more pulpwood. He did not state directly that loggers should adopt

power saws, but mechanization was clearly implied. This was the beginning of a

trend to urge loggers to increase their productivity and earnings, which was sup-

ported by the Chairman of the Board, Raymond Gushue, who at the same meeting

observed that production in Newfoundland mills had increased over the last two

years, with no increase in the mill workforce. Increased paper production meant in-

creased profit, which allowed AND and Bowaters to pay mill workers higher wages.

Thus he “felt the crux of the whole matter was if wages were to be increased propor-

tionately in the woods, production must first show a corresponding increase.”
40

In April 1956, the loggers’ unions called an emergency meeting of the Board.

There were several months left in a two-year collective agreement signed in 1954,

but the unions wanted to open negotiations since there had been a major upturn in

the pulp and paper industry, and the unions wanted loggers to receive their fair

share of the increased profits.
41

Fudge argued that everyone had seen some benefits

from increased paper prices, except woods workers. Thompson added that the un-

ions had signed the two-year agreement in good faith when the fate of the industry

had seemed bleak. Now that the companies were making healthy profits, the unions

wanted the loggers to benefit.
42

During the first two days of meetings, the compa-

nies expressed dismay that the unions wanted to break the collective agreement.

They were apparently shocked by the unions’ demands, which included improve-

ments to company camps, personal benefits such as paid vacations, and a bonus of

30 cents per cord for those loggers who cut in excess of 50 cords for any one com-

pany in any one season. If all the demands were met, the companies would have had

to increase spending by millions of dollars.
43

On the third day the companies suddenly changed their position and intro-

duced the possibility of increased wages amounting to $1.5 million over the follow-

ing year. Albert Martin explained that company representatives would have to

consult with their superiors, but he was quite sure the raise would be approved.

There was one condition — AND and Bowaters expected a significant increase in

loggers’ efficiency and productivity so that the increase could be afforded. The un-

ions were so pleased with the amount pledged by the companies that they dropped

most of their original demands, and further guaranteed that the tree harvest would

become much more efficient. Fudge even stated that “after all, the Unions can only

hope for increases when production is increased,” a statement with which the other

union leaders agreed.
44
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Throughout the discussions at the WLB, the companies did not openly suggest

that loggers should adopt power saws. However, company representatives referred

to the increased efficiency experienced by mainland companies through the switch

to power saws. If loggers wanted to increase their earnings, they simply had to pro-

duce more pulpwood, and earn more through the existing piecework pricing sys-

tem. This did not operate in favour of the average woodcutter, though, since there

were no guarantees that men would receive fair take-home pay. Loggers employed

to haul pulpwood to the mill received a guaranteed daily rate, but woodcutters had

no equivalent. Instead, they had to deal with maximum, minimum, and average

rates negotiated between the woods unions and the companies in each new labour

agreement. The maximum and minimum rates were supposedly in place to ensure

that each logger earned a fair rate based on individual skill and experience. Theo-

retically, whether loggers cut in good, medium, or bad wood did not matter,
45

since

officials could change the per-cord rate depending on the type of wood that a logger

was cutting. He received a lower rate in good wood and a higher rate in bad wood,

while the average rate acted as a benchmark. In theory, two loggers of equal cutting

ability, one cutting in good wood and the other in bad wood, should have earned ap-

proximately the same amount at the end of each day.
46

However, the system did not work like this in practice. The Commission of En-

quiry on the Logging Industry (1960), appointed by the provincial government and

chaired by Sir Brian Dunfield, found that most loggers consistently disputed the

“price of wood,”
47

and concluded that this issue was a primary cause of the bitter In-

ternational Woodworkers of America [IWA] strike of 1959.
48

The Commission

found that it was the companies’ control of the per-cord rates that was the biggest

defect in the piecework system. Camp foremen in the case of AND, and contractors

in the case of Bowaters, decided on the final per-cord rates by making an educated

guess, based on experience, as to what sort of wood loggers were cutting. Earnings

depended on what foremen and contractors considered to be a fair and balanced

price, and such judgements varied “from time to time and place to place.”
49

Further-

more, for such a pricing system to work effectively and fairly, loggers had to be ro-

tated, so that each logger had an equal amount of opportunity in prime cutting

conditions (good wood).
50

Loggers complained of large variations in earnings, since differences between

good and bad wood were so high that the maximum and minimum rates often made

no real difference. The Dunfield Commission provided a hypothetical example us-

ing the maximum and minimum rates from the 1960-1962 labour agreement. In one

day, a logger cutting in very bad wood might cut one cord at $9.21 per cord; at the

same time, another logger might cut four cords in good wood at $6.46 per cord,

earning a gross total of $28.54. Even though the first cutter received the maximum

rate to offset the fact that he was cutting in bad wood, there was such a large differ-

ence in the quality of wood that the maximum and minimum rates were ineffective.

The Commission encountered such situations repeatedly during their investiga-
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tions.
51

Also, loggers complained that cutters were not fairly rotated. Instead of

“pricing the wood,” foremen and contractors often ended up “pricing the man,” or

giving the best woodstands to the best cutters. The Dunfield Commission thought

that this criticism was inappropriate, since the middlemen had to deliver large

amounts of wood. Loggers held that the system was unfair to cutters of average

ability.
52

Foremen and contractors had a vested interest in producing as much pulpwood

as possible, and were encouraged by the companies, though in different ways. AND

relied on camp foremen who were employees of the company, and most of its pulp-

wood was cut in AND camps. In 1960, 93.4 percent of AND pulpwood was cut in its

own camps; only 4.3 percent came from small contractors.
53

Camp foremen could

make incentive pay “by speeding up work, by good organization, by effecting

economies, by availing smartly of natural conditions.”
54

Bowaters relied entirely

on large and small contractors, and jobbers. Large contractors owned and ran three

or four camps each, and provided approximately 26 percent of the annual amount of

pulpwood that Bowaters needed. These contractors often used Bowaters’ logging

equipment and relied on the company to provide credit to pay loggers’ wages.

Small contractors usually ran one logging camp at a time, but also relied on Bowaters

for equipment and credit, and accounted for 63 percent of the annual cut. Jobbers

were independent operators, producing from 20 to 1,500 cords annually, and ac-

counted for 11 percent of the total cut.
55

Bowaters’ contractors were not independent employers. Interviews with log-

gers from the White Bay South area indicate that contractors acted very much like

camp foremen.
56

All the loggers interviewed had spent most of their careers work-

ing for Bowaters, or Kruger Incorporated after it bought the Corner Brook mill in

1984,
57

and many had also worked for AND in the 1950s or 1960s. Those who had

worked for both companies had found no real difference in how camps were run in

either harvesting operation.
58

Loggers considered the contractors to be Bowaters’

employees, and identified themselves as having worked for Bowaters, not for indi-

vidual logging contractors.
59

Also, the large and small contractors, who provided

89 percent of the company’s annual cut, relied heavily on Bowaters’ equipment and

financial assistance, so they were very much integrated into the company system.

Finally, Bowaters stipulated, “in all contracts that contractors should abide by the

rules laid down by [the] WLB.”
60

Contractors were not completely independent third

parties, but were rather more like subsidiaries within a larger company system.
61

The contracts between Bowaters and the contractors outlined that “if any con-

tractor were deliberately or continually to depart from the letter or spirit of the la-

bour agreement, he would not be considered for award of a contract in future years.”
62

The contractors conducted business knowing that Bowaters controlled their fate.

They needed Bowaters to stay in business, and understood that if a contractor de-

parted from “the letter or the spirit of the labour agreement,” the company would

simply not renew his contract. This was a major incentive for contractors to do ev-
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erything in their power to keep the company satisfied with their performance, such

as their ability to maximize output.

Given that foremen and contractors were under such pressures, they likewise

pressured loggers to increase productivity. They tended to assign their best cutters

to areas of good wood in an attempt to try to attain higher output levels from the log-

gers under their supervision (foremen, to receive incentive-pay; contractors, to

keep their contracts). Furthermore, it was common practice to let go those loggers

who were slow cutters. Interviews suggest that foremen and contractors favoured

employing those men who could help them “get their cut.”
63

It is certainly possible

that the pressure to cut wood more efficiently encouraged loggers to make the tran-

sition from bucksaws to power saws to increase output, or face the possibility of be-

ing fired.

Bowaters used another aspect of the contract system to encourage the adoption

of power saws, which first appeared in Newfoundland in the mid-1950s. Company

representatives went from camp to camp to demonstrate the new machines,
64

the

first time that most loggers had seen them.
65

Salesmen also went to the camps to

demonstrate power saws, and sell them to loggers on the spot. It is unclear whether

Bowaters and the contractors encouraged them. The average price for a power saw

in the mid-1950s was $200 to $250, depending on the brand, and many loggers

could not afford to pay the full price on their own. Thus contractors bought power

saws for the loggers, and the loggers paid them back from their monthly earnings.
66

However, loggers voided the arrangement and lost the saw if they left the camp be-

fore the debt was paid in full.
67

Contractors protected their investment, while en-

couraging loggers to stay and cut for the whole season. They needed to maintain

high levels of output or lose their contracts. Bowaters expected a fixed number of

cords each season, and contractors bought the power saws in an attempt to increase

output and efficiency.

Bowaters could use the contract system to support an indirect Fordist policy,

but AND had to rely on other methods. Grand Falls was a true company town, where

everything came under AND influence or control. The company owned the mill, 441

houses, all the general stores, the stadiums, and the hospital. There was no town

council, and the company administered the town’s business directly.
68

AND’s influ-

ence extended to the local newspaper, The Advertiser, which in the 1950s published

articles that displayed enthusiasm and optimism about anything relating to the pulp

and paper industry, and especially AND. For example, on 5 June 1955, a story was

published about the Grand Falls mill setting a new output record:

It was announced yesterday that the Anglo-Newfoundland Development Company,

Ltd. had created a new record in newsprint production at the Grand Falls Mill. The

output for the twenty-four hour period ending yesterday totalled 813.59 tons.

This is the latest in a series of new productions records set by the Mill and congratu-

lations on the achievement go to all concerned.
69
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The newspaper was hardly an unbiased observer in the 1950s.

In 1954, advertisements in the Advertiser for power saws were few in number.

One advertisement for the “New 1954 P. M. Rocket-K” stated that it was “the most

easily handled saw on the market!” Its list of features included that it sized up to 32

inches and its saw’s new diaphragm carburetor allowed “for work in any position,

without adjustment.” But nowhere in the advertisement was there any mention of

increased sawing speed or the ability to earn more money.
70

In 1956, shortly after

Moore’s statement about loggers increasing production, the number of power saw

advertisements tripled. More importantly, the content differed from those of previ-

ous years. A Harvey and Company advertisement stated that “one NFLD. Logger us-

ing a McCulloch power saw made over $650 in 24 and a half days in 1956.”
71

The

same month, Botwood Garage started advertising the “Pioneer Model, HM” power

saw, including a cartoon depicting a man barely able to control a cutting saw, while

another stated, “Awright, awright, so it’s the fastest saw in the world!”
72

Three

weeks later, one Harry Tait started advertising the “Homelite EZ” power saw which

“makes quick work of any kind of woodcutting ... goes through 8" oak in 5 seconds,

18" pine in 14 seconds.”
73

The ads were no longer simply pushing the saws’ perfor-

mance, they were also suggesting that loggers could saw more wood and earn more

money, thus allowing the loggers to increase their rate of production, as the compa-

nies had suggested.

Besides relying on the Advertiser to encourage loggers to adopt power saws,

AND used company literature as well. In August 1959, AND started publishing The

Newfoundland Logger, a newsletter directed at loggers. The first issue featured a

lengthy story about two brothers, Charlie and Albert Burton from Springdale, who

had set several records for the most cords of wood cut in one day. The article de-

scribed in detail how the brothers owed their records to their masterful use of their

power saws, and it also highlighted how much money the brothers made in an aver-

age day.
74

Three months later, another article discussed how loggers’ earnings were

at an all-time high, thanks to loggers using new technologies, such as power saws.
75

Numerous articles appeared in the Logger during its short life that showed loggers

the benefits of power saws and increased efficiency. The newsletter also printed

statements from company officials about the need for everyone to be as efficient as

possible to keep production costs down, because AND had to survive in a competi-

tive world market.
76

The newsletter was an excellent medium through which to in-

fluence loggers, whether to adopt new technologies or to demonstrate AND’s

concerns about the industry.
77

AND also published a pamphlet entitled Our Heritage

of Wooded Wealth in 1957, which stated that the “average earnings of men using

power saws was up considerably over that of men using the bucksaw,” reiterating

the notion that improved productivity would lead to higher earnings.
78

AND also instituted incentives for loggers to acquire power saws. For example,

AND told Sterling Thomas, President of the Newfoundland Brotherhood of Woods

Workers,
79

that the company would supply gasoline and oils to any logger who used
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a power saw. In addition, AND would pay for the hire of any logger who brought a

power saw for a full day’s work, even if the woods foreman decided that logger was

not needed on a particular day.
80

This would have been a major incentive for those

loggers who did not own power saws to purchase them. Another such incentive,

supported by AND and Bowaters, was put forward by the Woods Labour Board in

January 1957 — the remission of tax on “Acto” gasoline for use in power saws. J.D.

Roberts, Woods Manager for Bowaters, argued that since fishermen did not pay tax

on gasoline used in their boats, loggers should receive the same benefit.
81

The pro-

vincial government granted the request several months later.
82

It is difficult to determine precisely the impact of the mechanization of the pulp

and paper industry on Newfoundland loggers. It is clear that the number of loggers

employed in the industry decreased dramatically, but there is disagreement over the

numbers. One estimate puts the number of loggers at 5,400 in 1952 and 2,653 in

1963, approximately the period when power saws were being adopted.
83

According

to another estimate, between the early 1950s and the early 1960s, the number of log-

gers declined from 16,000 seasonal workers to 5,000 professional workers.
84

Census

data offers further insights. In 1951, the number of people who listed themselves as

employed in logging, both male and female, numbered 10,333. The figure for those

working in the pulp and paper industry, or more specifically, the mills, was 4,565.
85

In

1961, those listed as employed in logging had decreased to 6,711, and those em-

ployed in the mills had decreased to 3,461.
86

A decade later, the number of people

employed in logging was 2,385 and the number in the mills was 3,085.
87

For the first

time in the history of the Newfoundland pulp and paper industry, the number of mill

workers exceeded the number of loggers. Such a significant decrease demonstrates

that fewer and fewer loggers were needed to meet the demands of a modernizing in-

dustry. The companies’ Fordist aims had succeeded in decreasing the number of log-

gers, thus increasing efficiency and reducing production costs.

Interviews with people who logged during the introduction of power saws of-

fer additional insights regarding other effects of mechanization on loggers. Most

loggers were able to cut almost double with the power saw what they could with the

bucksaw. The average cut with a buck saw was approximately 2 cords per day,

while the average cut with a power saw was 3 to 4 cords per day. Whether this repre-

sents a logger’s full cutting ability is not known. One logger reported that he could

cut up to 7 cords per day and that he was known for his ability to cut large amounts

of wood.
88

Another stated that he cut the same amount with both saws, about 3½ to 4

cords per day, but found he could cut more quickly with the power saw.
89

The

amount of wood that a logger cut really depended on the quality of wood that he was

working in. If he was in “good wood,” then he could cut more, but he would have a

bad cutting day if he was working in trees that were thin and sparse.
90

All of the loggers stated that their earnings increased after they adopted power

saws, but they were not certain if the increase was due to the switch to the new saws.

One logger definitely found that his earnings went up, but stated that it was not be-
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cause he could cut more; he reported that his earnings only increased with the cost

of living.
91

This suggests that earnings simply followed normal patterns of inflation

and that increases were not solely dependent on loggers adopting power saws. Fur-

thermore, loggers noticed that accidents became more numerous after the introduc-

tion of power saws. Some of this can be attributed to the fact that loggers had to

teach themselves how to use the saws, but it appears that the main reason was care-

lessness. Many loggers cut too fast in trying to increase their earnings; they became

less careful, and more accidents occurred.
92

Although much more work needs to be completed on the relationship between

Fordism and the loggers’ changing work environment, there is no doubt that the

Newfoundland pulp and paper companies pursued an indirect Fordism.
93

The clas-

sic Fordist experience of labour-management relations does not apply in this situa-

tion, but this does not necessarily imply that a Fordist system of production was not

present. AND and Bowaters encouraged the adoption of power saws in order to put

the onus on loggers to cover the initial costs of new technologies and increased effi-

ciency. They thought increased productivity within the existing piecework pricing

system was the answer to union demands for wage increases in the 1950s. How-

ever, variations between good and bad wood were often so large that the minimum

and maximum rates paid per cord frequently had no effect. The Dunfield Commis-

sion showed that the companies controlled the pricing system in an unfair way, of-

ten “pricing the man,” or putting the best cutters in the best wood stands to increase

productivity. As such, there were large variations in loggers’ take-home pay. Camp

foremen and contractors further pressured woodcutters to increase productivity in

an attempt to “get their cut,” and Bowaters used representatives to demonstrate

power saws at the logging camps. On the other hand, AND had no contract system,

so it had to rely on other means, such as the Grand Falls Advertiser, company litera-

ture, and certain incentives.

Management viewed the role of labour in terms of its cost of production and

minimized those costs through its use of indirect Fordism. In using the language of

Fordism, and providing very few of the actual benefits to workers, the companies

were able to avoid providing capital for the initial costs of mechanization. AND and

Bowaters also avoided any real increase in wages, thus remaining, in their view,

more competitive within the larger Canadian pulp and paper industry. The New-

foundland example suggests that the historical study of natural resource industrial-

ization demands a broader understanding of the Fordist experience than is available

through the use of classic Fordism associated with more metropolitan and urban

contexts. Resource-based regions should not be treated as “resource peripheries,”

but should be studied as independent, industrial regions. A change in approach to

the study of resource-based areas should be reflected in a change to the approach of

how Fordism is applied to historical study.
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APPENDIX A — METHODOLOGY FOR INTERVIEWS

The interviews were conducted in June 2004 by the author and Dr. Sean Cadigan as

part of the Coasts Under Stress [CUS] Project. White Bay South was chosen as the

location for the interviews because it was part of the CUS study area and had a long

association with Newfoundland forest industries.
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Development Boards were contacted for the procurement of an initial list. Once the

author had gathered several names, they were contacted and asked to suggest other

possible interviewees. Several interviews were arranged prior to our departure for

White Bay South, then the others were arranged upon our arrival; we asked inter-

viewees to provide names of other possible contacts. In total, eleven loggers were

interviewed over ten sessions. A point was made to interview loggers from all four

communities in White Bay South. Four interviewees declined to be identified, and

are referred to by “Interview #” in the notes.
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